Hexyl cinnamal: consideration of skin-sensitizing properties and suitability as a positive control.
Hexyl cinnamal (HCA) is a widely used fragrance chemical, the low skin-sensitizing potency of which has made it a common choice for the use as a positive control for predictive toxicology assays. However, HCA is commonly negative in current candidate in vitro alternatives test methods. To review the evidence that HCA is a classifiable skin sensitizer against the standards set by the Globally Harmonized Scheme (GHS), and determine whether it represents an appropriate choice for a positive control substance for predictive testing. Using the GHS criteria, mechanistic data, and in vitro, in vivo and human evidence relating to HCA and skin sensitization have been reviewed. The chemistry of HCA is consistent with potential for skin sensitization and predictive in vivo test data support this conclusion. However, the human data are relatively sparse, consistent with HCA possessing a low capacity to induce skin sensitization under conditions of consumer exposures. Using GHS criteria (and applying a precautionary approach) HCA would classify as a weaker skin sensitizer than predicted by the local lymph node assay (LLNA). However, given the human experience, it is necessary to consider whether HCA is the most appropriate choice for use as a positive regulatory control.